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Extra Questions 

(1) This polity's relations with San Marino began due to a treaty signed between Urbano 

Rattazzi, Melchiorre Filippi, and Domenico Fattori. Sammarinese volunteers helped this polity gain 

control of the island of Rab (+) from Austria-Hungary in World War One. Giorgio Napolitano was the 

most recent head of this polity to visit (*) San Marino. For the point, name this country whose Emilia-

Romagna region encloses San Marino. 

ANSWER: Italy (accept Italian Republic; accept Repubblica Italiana; accept Kingdom of Italy) 

(2) A Latvian failure to defeat this organization prompted coach Gary Johnson's resignation. 

This organization's top members include Matteo Vitaioli and Andy Selva, and this organization, 

which gained its only victory in history over Liechtenstein in a (+) friendly match, is considered the 

worst member of UEFA [[yoo-EH-fah]]. (*) For the point, name this sports team, which has been 

consistently ranked at the bottom of the FIFA [[FEE-fah]] World Rankings. 

ANSWER: San Marino national football team (accept soccer in place of football) 

(3) An envoy of this man, Gaspard Monge, gifted San Marino 15,000 quintals of wheat, although a 

promised delivery of four artillery pieces was never delivered. This man's friendship with Antonio 

Onofri is credited with him sparing San Marino (+) from invasion. An offer by this man to expand 

the size of San Marino's territory was refused, due to fears it would lead to future attacks on the 

country. Invading Italy (*) in 1797, for the point, who was this French emperor? 

ANSWER: Napoleon Bonaparte (accept either underlined portion; accept Napoleon the First) 

(4) Myles Amine represented San Marino at one of these events due to his great-grandfather 

having Sammarinese citizenship. Arianna Valloni represented San Marino at one of these events, 

and San Marino is the smallest country to have (+) won a medal at these events. San Marino 

participated by sending athletes to (*) Beijing in 2022 in, for the point, what international sporting 

event? 

ANSWER: Olympic Games (accept Summer Olympics or Winter Olympics) 

(5) A 2021 referendum to legalize this process was passed after the RETE Movement and the 

Women's Union of San Marino collected enough signatures to have it on the ballot. That referendum 

had Bishop Andrea Turazzi and Maria Prassede Venturini of the "Welcome (+) Life" campaign urge 

voters to oppose the legality of this process. That referendum on this process legalized it up to a 

period of (*) twelve weeks. For the point, name this process in which a pregnancy is terminated. 

ANSWER: Abortion (accept descriptive equivalents such as terminating a pregnancy until mentioned) 


